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What makes
companies and people

invest?



S&P 500 dividend yield Crude oil prices Cryptocurrency market Government healthcare subsidies

FOREX market Real estate prices African countries’ defaults on debts Average education rate









Influenza subtypes per year



Investments→ Adapting to new conditions

Investments:

• Market research

• Scientific research→ promoted internal
tallent

• Clinical studies→ promoted internal
experts and included external experts

• Intensified knowledge-exchange with
scientific community

• Increased investments in new product
development 

• New laboratories & test facility

Adapting to new conditions with:

• New approach to users

• First Systematic Review on usage of
seawater for human health published

• New Clinical study for Aqua Maris 
Hypertonic published

• New product for people exposed to 
hot/arid/heavily AC spaces in 
development

• New product with safety innovation in 
development

• Maintaining leading role in energy usage
and conservation in Cro pharma
companies



Systematic review ABSTRACT: …Based on the recommendations of most of the European and American 
professional associations, seawater, alone or in combination with other preparations, has its place in the 
treatment of numerous conditions of the upper respiratory tract (URT), primarily chronic (rhino)sinusitis, allergic 
rhinitis, acute URT infections and postoperative recovery. Additionally, taking into account its multiple 
mechanisms of action and mounting evidence from recent studies, locally applied seawater preparations may 
have an important role in the prevention of viral and bacterial infections of the URT. In this review we discuss 
results published in the past years focusing on seawater preparations and their use in clinical and everyday 
conditions, since such products provide the benefits of additional ions vs. saline, have an excellent safety 
profile and are recommended by most professional associations in the field of otorhinolaryngology.



Conclusion: Hypertonic seawater solution Aqua Maris Extra Strong is a safe and effective medicinal product for
the symptomatic treatment of acute rhinosinusitis in children aged 6–11 years/ It provides a significant 
therapeutic effect when prescribed in addition to standard therapy and helps to reduce the need for 
antibiotics.



Source: Aqua Maris U&A report Russia, May 2021
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